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Idea behind the project
Deifying nature was a logical choice for early agricultural society. 
People were completely dependent on nature and would perform 
rituals to appeal for good fortune. Many of these nature gods were 
female, because women are associated with fruitfulness. With the 
introduction of Christianity, the nature goddesses in the Levant region 
mostly disappeared. 

What, if anything, is left of their legacy? 

How did perceptions of them change over time? 

How can their stories re-connect us (urbanites) with nature 
today?

Aims



Goals and expectations
1. Research to trace six Levant region goddesses through 
three “chapters” of the region:

Phoenicians 
/ Egyptians 

Trade routes spread 
egyptian stories and 
deities across the 
mediterranean region

  

Greek / Roman

Greek deity worship and 
its rich myths are 
adopted by the Roman 
conquerors

  

Byzantine 
/ Christian

Christinanity becomes 
the official religion of 
Rome, forcing 
nature-based worship to 
the side. 

  

2. Find possible connections to the Alchemist’s Garden 
Levant biome.

3. Use the info for the Ladies that Lunch painting



Biomimicry Goddesses
Life’s 

principles?

Early 
medicine?

Explored bridge subjects

MythsPlants and 
Herbalism

Sustainable 
lifestyle?



Planet and Plants connections
In ancient astrology planets were looked at as deities

- This gives each planet rulership over specific plants 

Example: 

Planet: Venus was identified by the Romans as Aphrodite 

 Plant: The rose is sacred to Aphrodite 

- connected with the story of Adonis (her lover) when he finds a beautiful bush of roses

 Connection: Rose helps heal the nervous system 

- The most gentle soothers
- Can be used on anyone (pregnant, kids, elderly)

 



Re-popularizing the goddesses: Social media outreach

Storytelling team part



Goddess business card



Next steps
Explore and research these 6 goddesses

Demeter

Aphrodite

Persephone

Athena

Artemis

Hecate

Sphere Symbols Places Rituals Other names Period

Ceres

Diana

Rose, swan, 
goose, dove

Bat, 
pomegranate 

Helmet, owl

Bow, deer, moon

Tripple-faced, a 
pair of torches, 
key, snakes

Cornucopia, wheat, 
torch, bread

Kore 

Minerva

Venus

Trivia

Other possible 
fields…
Retinue
https://www.theoi.co
m/Olympios/Aphrodit
e.html

Fertility, 
regeneration



Next steps (research)

- Jungian heroine storyline in connection with Gaia’s story
- Archeology work and deep dive into the levant region
- More herbology links and components 



Ladies at lunch Painting








